
EXISTENCE AND PROPERTIES OF DISCRETE BREATHERSS. FLACHMax-Planck-Institute for Physics of Complex Systems, Bayreuther Str. 40H.16, D-01187 Dresden. GermanyNonlinear classical Hamiltonian lattices exhibit generic solutions in the form ofdiscrete breathers. These solutions are time-periodic and (at least) exponentiallylocalized in space. The lattices exhibit discrete translational symmetry. Discretebreathers are not con�ned to certain lattice dimensions. Necessary ingridients fortheir occurence are the existence of upper bounds on the linear spectrum (of smalluctuations around the groundstate) of the system as well as the nonlinearity. Iwill present existence proofs, formulate necessary existence conditions, and discussstructural stability of discrete breathers. The following results will be also dis-cussed: the birth of breathers through tangential bifurcation of band edge planewaves; dynamical stability; details of the spatial decay; numerical methods of ob-taining breathers; interaction of breathers with phonons and electrons; movability.1 IntroductionIt is well-known that nonlinear media support localized energetical excitations.For integrable nonlinear systems these solutions are the conventional solitonsa.These solutions have energies larger than the state of lowest energy of thesystem (thus we coin them excitations). Most of the studies are usually donefor systems with a continuous translational symmetry (�eld equations). If theconsidered system is allowed to evolve in time according to some dynamicalequations of motion, then besides stationary static localized solutions (and thefamily of related solutions which are generated by the corresponding symmetryof the system) also time-dependent stationary localized solutions may exist. Awell-known member of the latter group is the breather solution of the sine-Gordon (sG) equation in 1+1 dimensions. It is this type of solutions we willdeal with in the following, although the �nal results might be well applicableto other (but similar) types of solutions too.1.1 Some Properties of Breathers in Hamiltonian Field EquationsLet us characterize sG breather solutions with respect to the considerations tofollow. The sG equation for a �eld 	(x; t) is a particular example out of theaFor nonintegrable systems there seems to be no unique de�nition of those solutions.1



class of nonlinear Klein-Gordon (KG) equations	;tt = C	;xx � F (	) (1)with the choice FsG(z) = sinz. The breather solution is given by	b(x; t) = 4tan�1 �m! sin(!t)ch(mx)� ; ! =p1�m2: (2)It represents a �eld which is periodically oscillating in time and decays expo-nentially in space as the distance from the center x = 0 is increased.Most probably these breather solutions are nongeneric. This statementis due to the following facts. Birnir showed 1 that sG breathers are isolated,i.e. the solutions survive only under a �nite number of perturbations �(z)of FsG(z) ! FsG(z) + �(z). Years of searching for breathers in �4 systems(F (z) = �z + z3) were terminated by the nonexistence proof of breathers bySegur and Kruskal 2. Finally we are not aware of existence proofs of similarsolutions in 1+2 dimensions. So we deal up to now with structurally unstablesolutions, which are not interesting for most of the possible applications. Thereason for that lies in the fact that a decomposition of (2) into a Fourierseries with respect to time yields higher harmonics with frequencies k! (k isthe Fourier number). These frequencies resonate with the linear spectrum of(1) !q = pCq2 + F 0(z = 0) (q - wave number), if k is larger than a givennumber which depends on the choice of !. Consequently the correspondingseparatrix manifolds associated with (1) are of �nite dimension. Together withthe in�nity of the dimension of the corresponding phase space the structuralinstability follows immediately 3.1.2 The Lattice CaseNow let us consider a lattice, which is obtained from say (1) by replacingthe continuous x-axis with an equidistant set of points labeled with l, andby replacing the second derivative with respect to x in (1) with a seconddi�erence. In a more general fashion the system can be described by thefollowing Hamilton function:H =Xl �12 _X2l +�(Xl �Xl�1) + V (Xl)� : (3)Here _A denotes a time derivative, and the equations of motion are given by�Xl = �@H=@Xl. The main change by going over from (1) to (3) is the changeof continuous translational symmetry to discrete translational symmetry. This2



reduction of symmetry has several consequencies for the dynamics of the sys-tem. The potential functions V (z) and �(z) can be expanded around theenergy minimum:V (z) = X�=2;3;:: v�� z� ; �(z) = X�=2;3;:: ��� z�: (4)The linear spectrum is now given by !2q = v2 + 4�2sin2(�q=2). As opposed to(1) the linear spectrum of (4) is bounded from above : v2 � !2q � (v2 + 4�2).Clearly this can change the properties of the mentioned separatrix manifoldsdrastically. Systems of the type (3) are the simplest realizations of modelswidely used in many areas of physics, as e.g. solid state physics, arrays ofJosephson junctions etc, where the discreteness of the system plays an impor-tant role.2 Discrete BreathersLet us search for spatially localized and time-periodic solutions of (3) which canbe coined discrete breathers due to the similarity to the sG breather solutions.The required periodicity in time allows to expand the ansatz in a Fourier series:Xl(t) = +1Xk=�1Akleik!t ; Ak;l!�1 ! 0: (5)2.1 Necessary Existence ConditionInserting this ansatz into the equations of motion and eliminating time wearrive at a nonlinear coupled set of algebraic equations for the coe�cientsAkl 4. This set can be rewritten as a mapAk;(l+1) =M(fAk0lg; fAk0;(l�1)g): (6)M has a �xed point Akl = 0. Linearizing M around this �xed point we obtainbAk;(l+1) = [2�k + 2]Akl �Ak;(l�1) ; �k = v2 � k2!22�2 : (7)The �xed point Akl = 0 of (7) is an elliptic one if k! = !q and a hyperbolic oneif k! 6= !q . Since only the hyperbolicity of the �xed point suites the requiredbThere are limitations on the linearization procedure which apply when some multiplek! comes too close to the linear spectrum 5. 3



spatial localization property of the ansatz (5) the necessary condition for theexistence of a generic discrete breather isk! 6= !q: (8)Clearly we can satisfy this condition for a latticec because the linear spectrumis bounded from above - in contrast to the continuous case, where condition (8)can be never ful�lled. The algebraic equations (6) can be solved numerically 5.From (7) it follows that a discrete breather is characterized by an exponentialdecay in space with k-dependent exponents 4;5:Akl � [sgn(�k)]l elnj�kjl ; �k = 1 + �k �p(1 + �k)2 � 1; (9)where the sign has to be chosen such that j�k j < 1. Numerical solutions nicelyreproduce those features 5.In the limit of large values of k it follows j�kj � !2k2=�2 and conse-quently the k-dependence of Akl is given by 5 Akl � k�2jljs(k), where s(k) isa monotonous decreasing function with increasing k. Thus the decay of Aklin the k-space is stronger than k�2jlj (here jlj measures the distance from thecenter of the solution). This is one of the reasons why the Rotating WaveApproximation used by Takeno 6 and others (it amounts to neglecting all butthe �rst Fourier component) often produces approximate solutions quite closeto the exact ones.2.2 Structural StabilityFor the 1d lattice (where (6) applies) it is straightforward to conclude, that inthe case of (8) a discrete breather is structurally stable 7. This follows from thecircumstance that if (8) applies for an existing discrete breather solution, thestable and unstable invariant manifolds of the �xed point Akl = 0 of (6) havecommon homoclinic points and dimension half of the phase space dimension ofmap (6) 7. Then either i) small perturbations of the Hamiltonian (3) preservethe existence of those homoclinic points (and thus the existence of a discretebreather) or ii) there exist 'right' perturbations such that the discrete breatherbecomes structurally stable in the vicinity of the new perturbed Hamiltoniand.If the condition (8) is violated for a given number n of k-values, then theseparatrix manifold dimensions are reduced by that number 7. ConsequentlycNote that for higher dimensional lattices one can �nd the same condition through ananalysis of the corresponding linearized equations with the only di�erence that these equa-tions do not constitute a map as in the 1d case.dNo analogous result is known for higher dimensions, because the problem can not bereduced to a map; still there is evidence that discrete breathers are structurally stable inhigher dimensions too 8. 4



even if a discrete breather exists, it would be structurally unstable, since always2n perturbations of (3) exist which destroy the solution. In the continuum limit(C ! 1) n ! 1 for any �nite !, and thus no structurally stable breathersremain in the continuous case - in agreement with the results quoted in theintroduction.Further it follows 4, that no structurally stable localized solutions exist,with quasiperiodic time dependence. This steams from the fact that the con-dition (8) has then to be replaced by k1!1 + k2!2 + ::: + km!m 6= !q , wherethe ratios of the frequencies !i are irrational. It is straightforward to showthat there exists an in�nite number of combinations (k1; k2; ::; km) such thatthe new condition is violated for any choice of the frequencies !i 4.2.3 Existence ProofsUp to now we know about two rigorous existence proofs for discrete breathers.MacKay and Aubry considered weakly coupled anharmonic oscillators, i.e.V (z) anharmonic, �(z) small 9. Then it is possible to show that time-periodiclocalized solutions of the trivial case �(z) = 0 can be analytically continuedinto the weakly coupled regime if the condition !=pv2 irrational is met. Re-markably this proof goes equally well for any lattice dimension, and is quiterobust to variations in the interaction range.The second proof is due to Flach and it considers a 1d system with ho-mogeneous potentials 7: (V (�z) + �(�z)) = �2m(V (z) + �(z)). Due to thisadditional symmetry discrete breather solutions have the form Xl(t) = AlG(t),i.e. space-time separability applies. The resulting two-dimensional map for Alis analyzed and the existence of homoclinic points is shown to be true 7. Notethat this proof also incorporates the special case V (z) = 0, where only theinteraction potential remains - in contrast to the weak coupling limit of theexistence proof by MacKay and Aubry 9.2.4 Dynamical StabilityIf we perturb the trajectory of an exact discrete breather solution then it isimportant (with respect to applications) to know how long the new trajectoryevolves closely enough to the old localized solution. In the previous chapterwe have already shown that quasiperiodic breathers do not exist in general.Consequently a perturbed breather will be an object which radiates energyout of its center (because otherwise it would be a new non-periodic breathersolution!). There exists no general approach to the problem of stability -actually in most of the nonintegrable systems we will run into the problemof small denominators and ultimate chaos. In a numerical investigation 105



perturbed breathers could either radiate a bit of energy and become essentiallytime-periodic again (and thus exact) or internal resonances could evolve, whicheventually lead to chaotic motion con�ned to the breather volume. Thatchaotic motion leads to an increase in the radiation power of several orders ofmagnitude. Alltogether a rather complex scenario seems to evolve.It is useful to linearize the equations of motion for the perturbation �l =Xl �Xl(t) (here Xl(t) denotes the time-periodic breather solution):��l = � @2H@Xl@Xl0 ����Xl=Xl(t) �l0 : (10)These equations are a generalization of Hill's equation 11. The problem amountsto diagonalizing a matrix. Since the breather is a localized solution, one canimmediately state that all extended eigenvectors have frequencies of the lin-ear spectrum. Consequently time-periodic breathers are stable with respect tosmall amplitude phonon perturbations if the condition k! 6= 2!q is ful�lled 10.Note that this stability condition includes the already obtained existence con-dition (8). The localized eigenvectors (and their corresponding eigenvalues)have to be found through numerical diagonalizations.2.5 Breather Birth due to Band Edge Phonon BifurcationsFor small systems (few degrees of freedom) and small amplitudes/energiesthe phonon orbits are surely stable. So breathers have to occur through cer-tain bifurcations of the linear orbits. The analysis of stability of band edgephonons has been done in a recent work 12. The result is that for large sys-tems only the �rst six expansion coe�ecients of the potentials have to beknown: v2; v3; v4; �2; �3; �4. Then the phonon orbit is characterized by a non-negative energy. The phonon orbit becomes unstable at a bifurcation energyEc � N�2=d where N is the size of the system and d the dimensionality. Theproportionality factor is required to be positive. This condition is in most of thecases equivalent to the condition that the frequency of the band edge phononorbit is repelled from the linear spectrum with increase in energy. The newbifurcating periodic orbits are shown to be not invariant under the discretetranslational symmetry of the system. These new orbits eventually becomediscrete breathers 12.2.6 MovabilityIt is possible to create moving discrete breathers 13. We remind the readerthat this is nontrivial due to the low symmetry of the lattice as compared6



to a �eld equation. Up to now there exist no proofs of existence of movingbreathers. All reports refer to numerical simulations with �nite simulationtime. We can consider two cases: i) the discrete breather is weakly localizedand ii) the discrete breather is strongly localized. In case i) we are close to thecontinuous description, and moving breathers are not a surprise. However caseii) is nontrivial. It turns out that up to now case ii) has been reported onlyfor one-dimensional lattices with V (z) = 0 (so-called Fermi-Pasta-Ulam sys-tems) 13. All other systems considered did not show up with moving breathers.So the movability in its strict sense appears to be a quite isolated phenomenon.Due to the circumstance that time-periodic stationary breathers come inone-parameter families, the excitation of a moving entity starting with anexact stationary breather does not necessarily require changes in the energy.Thus the idea of de�ning a Peierls-Nabarro potential for the moving entity (inanalogy to the problem of moving kinks in lattices) is ill-de�ned. The highdimensionality of the separatrix which separates stationary objects (perturbedbreathers) from possible moving entities is the reason for having an in�nitenumber of possibilities to cross the separatrix with increase, decrease or evenno change in energy 14.2.7 Interaction with Phonons and ElectronsBreathers can strongly scatter phonons and electrons. The phonon scatter-ing problem is in essence similar to the problem of dynamical stability ofa breather. Numerical studies revealed that the transmission coe�cient forphonons (through a breather) decreases exponentially with increasing wavenumber 15. The breather interaction with electrons has been considered withinadiabatic approximation, where the lattice vibrations are described classi-cally 16. Then it is straightforward to show that band electrons are scatteredby a breather who acts as a time-dependent (periodic) dipole obstacle. Bandedge electrons can be trapped by a breather because band edge states becomelocalized due to the localized character of the corresponding potential mediatedby the breather.3 ConclusionDiscrete breathers are time-periodic localized solutions of classical Hamilto-nian lattice equations. Discrete breathers are structurally stable and generic- as opposed to their continuum relatives (e.g. the sG breather). The mainreason for this is the existence of a �nite upper bound of the linear spectrumof the lattice. Consequently it becomes easy to escape from resonances be-7
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